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PANACAST 20

Engineered for intelligent AI-enabled personal video conferencing
Personal video. Reinvented.

Share what’s good. Hide what’s not.

Experience the next generation of intelligent, secure, portable video
collaboration with Jabra PanaCast 20. This premium personal video
conferencing device utilizes cutting-edge technology to deliver an experience
that’s intelligent, powerful, and completely unique; PanaCast 20 is personal
video conferencing, completely reinvented.

We can’t all be camera-ready all the time. Thankfully, PanaCast 20 features
an integrated privacy cover, to give you total control. Simply slide the intuitive
cover across your camera lens when you need privacy, and slide it back when
you’re ready to turn your video on.

Picture perfect. Wherever you work.
Our innovative technology uses advanced processors, powerful on-board
AI and a premium 13-megapixel camera to deliver a real-time 4K Ultra-HD
image that’s sharp and crystal-clear, with virtually no latency. So you can
start that big presentation knowing you (and whatever you’re presenting)
will look your best.

When you are on video calls, On-device Background Effects ensures your
privacy is still protected. It enables you to replace your background with a
solid color or blur it out completely, so what’s behind you stays safely hidden
from video participants. And because powerful Edge AI processes everything
on-device, no data gets stored anywhere, so your actual background is also
safe from potential cyber attacks.

Seamless UC connectivity.

Are you ready for your close-up?

PanaCast 20 works with all leading UC platforms so you can connect easily,
whatever platform or systems you’re using.

Being seen clearly makes all the difference. Our intuitive AI-driven Intelligent
Zoom automatically follows your movements, perfectly framing you,
whatever you’re doing. Using a powerful on-board AI processor, Intelligent
Zoom intuitively adjusts your picture in real time, ensuring you’re always in
the center of the frame, so you don’t have to stay rooted to the spot.

Engineered for the future.

Lightyears ahead.
With PanaCast 20, almost any light is good light. Intelligent Lighting
Optimization analyzes your environment, and automatically adjusts your
image in real time, to enhance the video quality, including in rooms where
the light is poorly distributed.

Two streams are better than one.
Our unique Picture-in-Picture mode uses powerful Edge AI processing
to combine two real-time video streams into one, displaying the second
stream in an integrated window within your main image. Picture-in-Picture
mode works with any UC platform, even if they don’t support dual-stream
devices, helping you to make your presentations more impactful.

Collaborate in confidence.
Worried about security when working remotely? With PanaCast 20, you
don’t need to be. This intelligent personal camera is engineered for data
security. A powerful Edge AI processor drives all of the intelligent features
of PanaCast 20, which means everything happens on the device itself. This
reduces the risk of a data breach, so you can get on with whatever you’re
doing, without worrying.

PanaCast 20 will receive regular software updates throughout the product’s
lifespan to enhance the experience, update the feature set, and ensure you
continue to get the most from your investment.

Partner with Jabra audio solutions.
PanaCast 20 works seamlessly with Jabra professional-grade audio solution.
Choose from our industry leading range of headsets and speakerphones
including Jabra Evolve2 65 and Speak 750.

HOW TO CONNECT - SIMPLE SETUP. INSTANT MEETINGS.
PanaCast 20 is plug-and-play. Simply plug the cable into your
computer, fix the camera to the top of your laptop screen or monitor
using the clip, and you’re good to go – wherever you’re working.
Privacy Cover
Total control

Simple
Fix the camera using
the clip

Plug-and-play
To connect simply plug the
cable into your computer

PAIR WITH JABRA AUDIO SOLUTIONS.
For amazing audio, choose from the extensive range of
Jabra headphones and speakerphones.

Jabra Speak 750 and PanaCast 20
Perfect for your home office

Video

Ease of use
Compatibility

Jabra Evolve2 65 and PanaCast 20
Ideal for flexible collaboration

FEATURES

BENEFITS

AI-powered 4K Ultra-HD video

Picture-perfect image quality

Secure Edge AI processing

Mitigate security risks

Intelligent Lighting Optimization

Look great even in imperfectly lit settings

Intelligent Zoom

Frames you perfectly

Picture-in-Picture

Share yourself and your content

On-device Background Effects

Protect what’s behind you with background blur & solid-color background replacement

Integrated privacy lens cover

Stay private when you need to

Plug-and-play USB connectivity

Easy, instant collaboration

Clip to any laptop screen or monitor, or mount on a tripod

Use wherever you work from

Ultra-portable with integrated foldable mounting clip

Built for portability with protective carry case

Works seamlessly with all leading UC platforms

Focus on your meeting, not the tech
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